ONE SOURCE FOR MATS

Entrance Mats
Interior Mats
Logo Mats
Message Mats
Anti-Fatigue Mats
Slip-Resistant Mats

Commercial Matting
**Hog Heaven® Mats**  
Anti-Fatigue / Dry or Wet Environments / Indoor

- **Comfortable** - High-density nitrile-blended cushion helps eliminate pressure to the lower back and legs, providing superior comfort
- **Safe** - Certified high-traction by the National Floor Safety Institute (NFSI); edges will not crack or curl and provide a safe transition from floor to mat
- **Durable** - Nitrile-blended cushion provides years of useful service life; cushion is molded, not glued, to the nitrile rubber surface so it will not separate
- **Versatile** - Welding safe; grease/oil resistant*; chemical resistant; ESD rating of electrically conductive
- **Available in** 5/8” or 7/8” thicknesses with solid black or with OSHA-approved yellow striped borders
- **Can be customized with your logo, design, or message** (see Hog Heaven Impressions)

**SIZES**
- 2’ x 3’
- 3’ x 5’
- 4’ x 6’
- 3’ x 12’
- 4’ x 6’
- 46” wide x up to 60’ in length

*The 100% nitrile rubber surface of Hog Heaven is grease/oil proof while the nitrile-blended cushion is grease/oil resistant.

---

**Cushion Max™ Mats**  
Anti-Fatigue / Indoor / Dry or Wet Environments

- **Safe** - Beveled edges provide a safe transition from floor to mat; certified high-traction by the National Floor Safety Institute (NFSI)
- **Comfortable** - 5/8” nitrile-blended closed-cell foam provides superior anti-fatigue properties
- **Durable** - Diamond-pattern surface provides increased durability compared to ribbed surfaces which tend to peel and shave; grease/oil resistant; chemical resistant
- **Available with drainage holes for wet area applications**

**SIZES**
- 2’ x 3’
- 3’ x 5’
- 4’ x 6’
- 4.8’ x 8’

---

**Comfort Flow™ Mats**  
Anti-Fatigue / Dry or Wet Environments / Indoor-Outdoor

- **Clean** - Drainage holes allow liquid to flow through; lifetime anti-microbial treatment prevents odors and degradation of the mat
- **Safe** - Beveled edges provide a safe transition from floor to mat; certified high-traction by the National Floor Safety Institute (NFSI)
- **Comfortable** - High-density closed-cell nitrile rubber cushion provides excellent anti-fatigue qualities
- **Versatile** - Grease and oil proof; chemical resistant; welding safe
- **Easy to Clean** - Lightweight flexible design ensures easy handling and cleaning

**SIZES**
- 2’ x 3’
- 3’ x 5’
- 3’ x 9’
- 4’ x 6’

Sizes are approximate.
**Brush Hog™ Mats**  
**Scraper / Dry or Wet Environments / Outdoor**  
Product No. 395

**Brush Hog™ Plus Mats**  
**Scraper / Dry or Wet Environments / Outdoor**  
Product No. 385

- **Clean** - The turf pile construction aggressively scrapes dirt from shoes and filters moisture and dirt away from the mat surface; drainable borders
- **Fade-resistant** - Solution-dyed nylon will not fade in sunlight
- **Safe** - Certified high-traction by the National Floor Safety Institute (NFSI)
- Brush Hog Plus mats feature bi-level construction for advanced filtration performance

**BRUSH HOG SIZES**
- 3' x 5'
- 3' x 10'
- 4' x 6'
- 4' x 10'
- 6' x 8'
- 6' x 12'

Additional lengths up to 61’. See price list for all additional sizes.

**BRUSH HOG PLUS SIZES**
- 3' x 5'
- 3' x 10'
- 4' x 6'
- 5.4' x 8'

Sizes are approximate.

---

**SuperScrape Plus™ Mats**  
**Scraper / Indoor-Outdoor**  
Without Holes, Product No. 5558  
With Holes, Product No. 5559

- **Clean** - Multi-directional surface cleats effectively remove and trap dirt and sand below shoe level to prevent tracking; drainable borders filter water off mat
- **Safe** - Certified high-traction by the National Floor Safety Institute (NFSI)
- **Suitable for Harsh Environments** - Grease/oil proof; chemical resistant
- **Easy to Clean** - Lightweight flexible design ensures easy handling and cleaning (shake off soil and hose off); can be commercially laundered or autoclave sterilized
- 3/16” thick nitrile rubber construction; available with holes for additional drainage

**SIZES**
- 2.5' x 3'
- 3' x 5'
- 3' x 10'
- 4' x 6'

Sizes are approximate.

---

**WaterHog® Mats**  
**Entrance / Scraper-Wiper / Indoor-Outdoor**  
Product No. 200, Classic Border  
Product No. 280, Fashion Border

- **Clean & Dry** – Bi-level surface effectively scrapes dirt and moisture from shoes, trapping it beneath shoe level to prevent tracking; water dam border holds moisture keeping it off your floors (WaterHog mats can hold up to 1 ½ gallons of water per square yard)
- **Durable** – Reinforced rubber nubs prevent pile from crushing and extend the performance life of the mat
- **Fade & Stain Resistant** - Solution-dyed polypropylene fabric is resistant to staining, dries quickly, and will not fade or rot
- **Safe** – Beveled edges provide a safe transition from floor to mat; certified high-traction by the National Floor Safety Institute (NFSI)
- **Eco-Friendly** – Rubber backing contains 20% post-consumer recycled rubber from car tires
- Available in 19 colors with choice of Classic (rubber) border or Fashion (fabric) border
- Feature 78-mil SBR rubber with cleated backing for placement on carpet or smooth backing for placement on hard floor surface

**SIZES**
- 3' x 5'
- 3' x 10'
- 4' x 6'
- 4' x 10'
- 6' x 8'
- 6' x 12'

Sizes are approximate. Additional lengths up to 60’. See price list for all additional sizes.

---

*These colors are available in 3’ and 4’ widths only.*
WaterHog® Eco Elite Mats
Entrance / Scraper-Wiper / Indoor-Outdoor

Product No. 2240, Classic Border
Product No. 2241, Fashion Border

- **Clean and Dry** - Raised nubs remove dirt and moisture from shoes and trap it below foot level; water dam border holds up to 1.5 gallons of water per square yard, keeping your floors clean, dry, and safe.

- **Eco-Friendly** - PET fabric is made from 100% post-consumer recycled plastic from drink bottles, and SBR rubber backing contains 20% recycled rubber from car tires.

- **Safe** - Beveled edges provide a safe transition from floor to mat; certified high-traction by the National Floor Safety Institute (NFSI).

- **Durable** – Reinforced rubber nubs prevent pile from crushing and extend the performance life of the mat.

- **Fade & Stain Resistant** - Solution-dyed PET fabric is resistant to staining, dries quickly, and will not fade or rot.

- Available in 8 colors with choice of Classic (rubber) border or Fashion (fabric) border.

- Feature 78-mil SBR rubber with cleated backing for placement on carpet or smooth backing for placement on hard floor surface.

**SIZES**

- 3' x 5'
- 3' x 10'
- 4' x 6'
- 4' x 10'
- 6' x 8.4'
- 6' x 12.2'

Sizes are approximate. Additional lengths up to 61'. See price list for all additional sizes.

WaterHog® Eco Grand Elite Mats
Entrance / Scraper-Wiper / Indoor-Outdoor

WaterHog Eco Grand Elite One End: Product No. 2243
Two Ends: Product No. 2244

- **Clean & Dry** - Raised nubs remove dirt and moisture from shoes and trap it below foot level; water dam border holds up to 1.5 gallons of water per square yard, keeping your floors clean, dry, and safe.

- **Eco-Friendly** - PET fabric is made from 100% post-consumer recycled plastic from drink bottles, and SBR rubber backing contains 20% recycled rubber from car tires.

- **Safe** - Beveled edges provide a safe transition from floor to mat; certified high-traction by the National Floor Safety Institute (NFSI).

- **Durable** – Reinforced rubber nubs prevent pile from crushing and extend the performance life of the mat.

- **Fade & Stain Resistant** - Solution-dyed PET fabric is resistant to staining, dries quickly, and will not fade or rot.

- Available in 8 colors; feature 78-mil SBR rubber with cleated backing for placement on carpet or smooth backing for placement on hard floor surface.

**SIZES**

**ONE END**

- 3' x 5.5'
- 3' x 10'
- 4' x 5.9'
- 4' x 10.5'
- 6' x 7'
- 6' x 11.6'

**TWO ENDS**

- 3' x 7.1'
- 3' x 11.7'
- 4' x 8'
- 4' x 12.6'
- 6' x 7'
- 6' x 14.8'

Sizes are approximate. Additional sizes up to 67.5' long. See price list for all additional sizes.

Enviro Plus® Mats
Wiper / Indoor

Product No. 2202

- **Clean** - Stops dirt and moisture at your door.

- **Environmentally-friendly** - Made with 100% post-consumer recycled PET fabric reclaimed from plastic drink bottles; crumb rubber backing contains post-consumer recycled tires.

- **Durable** – PET fabric is stain-resistant and fade-resistant.

- Available with smooth backing only.

**SIZES**

- 3' x 5'
- 4' x 12'
- 3' x 10'
- 6' x 8'
- 4' x 6'
- 6' x 12'
- 4' x 8'
- 6' x 20'
- 4' x 10'

Sizes are approximate. Additional lengths up to 60'. See price list for all additional sizes.
**Plush™ Mats**

Product No. 180

- **Superior Moisture & Dust Control** – Heavier carpet pile absorbs and retains 50% more moisture and dust than standard mats
- **Resilient** – High-twist, heat-set nylon resists crushing to better trap dirt and extend the useful life of the mat
- **Fade Resistant** – Solution-dyed nylon won’t fade in sunlight or with repeated washing; impervious to bleach
- **Safe** – Certified high-traction by the National Floor Safety Institute (NFSI); available with three backing options (smooth, universal cleat, or suction backing) to ensure the mat stays in place on your floor surface
- **Available in 8 color options backed with durable 90-mil nitrile rubber; commercially launderable**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SIZES</th>
<th>2' x 3'</th>
<th>3' x 4'</th>
<th>3' x 10'</th>
<th>4' x 6'</th>
<th>4' x 8'</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

See price list for all additional sizes. Sizes are approximate.

---

**WaterHog® Impressions HD Mats**

Logo / Scrape-Wiper / Indoor-Outdoor

- **Clean & Dry** – Bi-level surface effectively scrapes dirt and moisture from shoes, trapping it beneath shoe level to prevent tracking; water dam border holds moisture keeping it off your floors (WaterHog mats can hold up to 1 1/2 gallons of water per square yard)
- **Durable** – Reinforced rubber nubs prevent pile from crushing and extend the performance life of the mat
- **Safe** – Beveled edges provide a safe transition from floor to mat; certified high-traction by the National Floor Safety Institute (NFSI)
- **57 standard color options**
- **Available with choice of Classic (rubber) border or Fashion (fabric) border**
- **Features 65-mil nitrile rubber with choice of smooth or universal cleat backing**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sizes</th>
<th>2' x 3'</th>
<th>3' x 4'</th>
<th>3' x 5'</th>
<th>4' x 8'</th>
<th>5' x 10'</th>
<th>5' x 12'</th>
<th>6' x 12'</th>
<th>6' x 16'</th>
<th>6' x 20'</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SIZES</th>
<th>3' x 5'</th>
<th>3' x 10'</th>
<th>4' x 6'</th>
<th>4' x 8'</th>
<th>5' x 8'</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Sizes are approximate. See price list for all additional sizes.

---

**Classic Impressions™ HD Mats**

Logo / Wiper / Indoor

- **Photographic-Quality Print** – Logos and designs are digitally printed with photographic quality; fine details, shading, and 3D images can be achieved; 150 standard colors options available
- **Resilient** – High-twist, heat-set nylon (32 ounces/square yard) resists crushing to better trap dirt and extend the useful life of the mat
- **Safe** – Certified high-traction by the National Floor Safety Institute (NFSI); available with three backing options (smooth, universal cleat, or suction backing) to ensure the mat stays in place on your floor surface
- **Available with choice of SBR (48 mil) or nitrile rubber (52 mil, 65 mil, 90 mil) backing**
- **When backed with nitrile rubber this mat is commercially launderable**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SIZES</th>
<th>3' x 5'</th>
<th>3' x 10'</th>
<th>4' x 6'</th>
<th>4' x 8'</th>
<th>5' x 8'</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Sizes are approximate. See price list for all additional sizes.

---

**SBR rubber border and backing**

Product No. 73

**Vinyl border and backing**

Product No. 73

- **Photographic-Quality Print** – Logos and designs are digitally printed with photographic quality; fine details, shading, and 3D images can be achieved; 150 standard colors options available
- **Resilient** – High-twist, heat-set nylon (32 ounces/square yard) resists crushing to better trap dirt and extend the useful life of the mat
- **Safe** – Certified high-traction by the National Floor Safety Institute (NFSI); available with three backing options (smooth, universal cleat, or suction backing) to ensure the mat stays in place on your floor surface
- **Available with choice of SBR (48 mil) or nitrile rubber (52 mil, 65 mil, 90 mil) backing**
- **When backed with nitrile rubber this mat is commercially launderable**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SIZES</th>
<th>3' x 5'</th>
<th>3' x 10'</th>
<th>4' x 6'</th>
<th>4' x 8'</th>
<th>5' x 8'</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Sizes are approximate. Available in 3', 4', 5' and 6' widths up to 40' length.
Satisfaction Guaranteed

M+A mats are where design and function come together, where quality isn’t compromised to meet a price point, and where solutions to your maintenance and décor problems come first. We promise our customers an unconditional, 100% satisfaction guarantee for as long as you own our product.

M+A Matting is committed to reducing our environmental impact. We are continually improving our environmental performance as an integral and fundamental part of our business strategy and operating methods. We have reduced waste going to landfills by 80% and recycle most paper, metal, cardboard, plastic, carpet and rubber waste we generate. Our commitment is also evident in our development of dozens of mat styles that contain recycled raw materials.

For over five decades, M+A Matting has been America’s leader in innovative floor protection systems, industrial safety, anti-fatigue products, and high performance entrance matting. If you are looking for better ways to minimize maintenance, prolong floor surface life, reduce cleaning costs, improve safety, or increase worker comfort, ask for M+A Matting.

Mat Placement Guide
This easy to read Mat Placement Guide is designed to help you select the proper type of mat that best suits your needs.